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Physical Mechanisms of Importance to Laser Thrombolysis

E. J. Chapyak and R. P. Godwin

Applied Theoretical and Computational Physics Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

Bubble dynamics plays a key role in many medical procedures including Laser Thrombolysis (L-T), acoustic and laser lithotripsy, interocular laser surgery, photoacoustic drug delivery, and perhaps ultrasonic imaging. We are investigating the effect that interfaces of different materials, especially biological and biomedical materials, have on the dynamics of nearby bubbles. Collapsing bubbles often become nonspherical, resulting in spectacular directed motion with potentially both beneficial and undesirable consequences. This directed motion may explain L-T mass removal and some types of laser-induced tissue damage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For the past few years, the Oregon Medical Laser Center (OMLC) has conducted laser energy deposition experiments with gelatin thrombus surrogates. These experiments have generally consisted of gelatin and a fluid in planar contact. A thin layer of gelatin, directly below the fluid, is impregnated with a dye that mimics the photo absorption characteristic of thrombus. An optical fiber positioned in the fluid above the interface delivers laser energy that is transmitted through the intervening fluid and absorbed in the colored gelatin. Bubble growth and collapse is always observed near the interface, provided that the energy in the laser pulse is sufficiently large. Interpenetration of the interface, accompanied by significant gelatin mass removal, also is observed at late time.

Figure 1 shows a sequence of nominally identical OMLC experiments, each one photographed at a different time. Here, a 577 nm dye laser delivers 50 mJ of energy in approximately 1 μs through an optical fiber, about 0.33 mm in diameter, terminated 1 mm above a gelatin-water interface. The dye layer in the 175 bloom gelatin is 1 mm thick and has an absorption coefficient of 250 cm⁻¹. These experiments are confined within a cuvette of 1 cm by 1 cm square cross section. The gelatin layer in the cuvette is 4 cm thick and is covered with about 2 cm of water, above which is air at atmospheric pressure.

Our efforts at understanding these experimental results have focused on investigating the dynamics of collapsing bubbles near the gelatin-overfluid interface. Because of the highly distorted nonspherical flows that evolve, numerical simulations with the MESA-2D Eulerian computer code in cylindrical geometry have served as our primary analysis tool. (MESA-2D has been benchmarked against several bubble dynamics problems.) In these studies, we have modeled the gelatin as water with slightly altered material properties. To date, we have considered two gelatin models; water with an enhanced viscosity, and water with a low elastic-plastic material strength.

Reference 3 discusses the implications of the "viscous water" gelatin model when water is the overfluid. In this paper, we present the implications of the second gelatin model with several overfluids. The results presented in Ref. 3 suggest that a collapsing bubble at the gelatin-water interface produces a well-defined jet of water that penetrates the gelatin. Although this behavior is not observed in the OMLC experiments, where gelatin penetrates into the water, it nevertheless suggests that interpenetrating flows can be generated from bubble collapse near an interface between materials with only slight differences in material properties.

2. OVERFLUID DENSITY VARIATIONS

Clinical applications of L-T employ a contrast agent, which is delivered through the catheter encapsulating the fiber optic. The contrast agent displaces the arterial blood near the thrombus. Moreover, properties of this contrast agent can be modified easily by dilution with saline solution. Thus, there is considerable interest in characterizing L-T mass removal with different overfluids. The OMLC surrogate experiments have explored this parameter space by utilizing undiluted contrast...
The equation of motion for continuum dynamics can be expressed in the integral form

\[ \int_{\text{volume}} \mathbf{F} \, dV = \text{mass flux} \]

In the next section, we provide an analysis that explains some of the more subtle features found in Figs. 2 and 3.

It is important to note that the normal water column, which is the dominant feature in Fig. 1, is the prominent feature in Fig. 2. The normal water column is the region where the water density is lower than that of the surrounding water, and it is the primary feature in the horizontal cross-section shown in Fig. 3. The normal water column is also the region where the density is higher than that of the surrounding water, and it is the primary feature in the horizontal cross-section shown in Fig. 4. A similar situation appears in the vertical cross-section shown in Fig. 5. The normal water column is the region where the water density is lower than that of the surrounding water, and it is the primary feature in the vertical cross-section shown in Fig. 6.

We investigated the effect of overlying density on the performance of the OVLCE model by performing numerical simulations of the OVLCE model.
where $\Pi_{ik}$, the momentum flux tensor, is given by

$$\Pi_{ik} = -\sigma_{ik} + \rho v_i v_k,$$

with $v_i$ the velocity, $\rho$ the density, and $\sigma_{ik}$ the stress tensor of the continuum. For viscous fluids one can usually choose a surface distant enough from the bubble center such that the right hand side of Eq. 1 is quite small. Under these conditions

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int \rho v_j dV = -\oint \Pi_{ik} dS_k.
\] (1)
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int \rho V dV \equiv 0, \]

and momentum approximately is conserved over the volume enclosed by the surface.

A useful model for the density dominated problems discussed above is the "split-sphere" model, at least during bubble expansion and the early stages of the collapse phase. This model has the bubble consisting of two hemispheres, joined at the equator, with the radius-time behavior of each hemisphere governed by the Rayleigh-Plesset (R-P) Equation\(^3\) (neglecting viscosity and surface tension). A similarity analysis of the R-P Equation indicates that if \( R(t) \) is the spherical bubble radius as a function of time with a surrounding \( \rho = 1 \) fluid, then \( R(t/\sqrt{\rho}) \) must be the bubble radius with a surrounding density \( \rho \) fluid. This implies, for example, that, at a particular time during bubble expansion, the bubble on the high-density-fluid side will be smaller than the bubble on the low-density-fluid side and that the collapse on the low-density side will lead the collapse on the high-density side, although the maximum bubble size on both sides will be the same. This is indeed the case in Figs. 2 and 3.

One can also show that the momentum density, which is proportional to \( \rho (dR/dt) \) is greater on the high density side than on the low density side. This implies that the "split-sphere" has an imbalance of momentum that cannot persist if momentum is conserved. We believe that the "fingers" of heavy fluid penetrating into the light fluid at the bubble equator in Figs. 2 and 3 are nature's way of correcting the "split-sphere" model to conserve momentum.

4. GELATIN STRENGTH EFFECTS

Thrombus and the thrombus surrogates (gelatin) used in the OMLC experiments have a limited ability to support shear stresses. If we imagine straining a sample of gelatin, initially the stresses will grow proportional to the strains. This is referred to as the elastic regime. After some amount of strain develops, the material begins to deform plastically, where stresses increase only slightly with large increases in strain. Plastic deformation is irreversible in the sense that the material does not return to its initial shape after stresses relax to zero.

The numerical simulations that follow use an elastic-perfectly plastic material strength representation for the gelatin. Once the plastic limit is reached in this model, stresses increase without any increase in applied stresses. Two material constants are required to characterize this model. The first, elastic, parameter is the shear modulus of the material, denoted by \( \mu \). The second, plastic, parameter is the plastic flow stress, denoted by \( Y \). Values of shear modulus for gelatin have been measured\(^8\) and typically are a few tenths of a bar. Plastic flow stress values for gelatin are less well known, but cannot be more than about 0.2 bar without implying larger top-to-bottom asymmetries than are observed in the OMLC experiments.

Figure 4 shows bubble interface position at various times for a simulation of gelatin (\( \mu=0.4 \) bar, \( Y=0.1 \) bar, otherwise nominal water properties) and an overfluid of nominal water. The convention in Fig. 4 follows that of Figs 2 and 3. Note the jet of gelatin that penetrates into the water and impacts the fiber optic at late time. This behavior is actually quite similar to that observed in the OMLC experiments (see Fig. 1), and the mass of gelatin in the simulated jet is comparable to measured values in the OMLC experiments whose bubbles reach a similar maximum size.\(^9\) These experiments also suggest that turbulent diffusion dilutes and mixes the gelatin jet with water at very late times. This effect is not modeled in our current simulations.

Additional simulations utilizing a range of gelatin strength parameters suggest that lowering the shear modulus somewhat strengthens the jetting effect (and conversely), and that raising the plastic flow stress increases top-bottom asymmetry.

5. COMBINED OVERFLUID DENSITY AND GELATIN STRENGTH EFFECTS

We conclude with some results on the combined effect of overfluid density and gelatin strength. Figure 5 shows bubble interface position at various times for a simulation with gelatin as modeled in the Fig. 4 problem, but with an overfluid of \( 1.4 \) g/cc density "water", the same overfluid as in the Fig. 2 problem and representative of undiluted contrast fluid. The bubble interfaces in Fig. 5 look similar to those of Fig 4, except that the jet produced at late time in Fig. 5 is somewhat larger than that in Fig. 4.

Figure 6 shows similar information for the same gelatin model, but with an overfluid of \( 0.8 \) g/cc "water", the same overfluid as considered in the Fig. 3 simulation. Here, the jet is suppressed and a film of gelatin is propelled into the overfluid. In this case, ejection of gelatin still may occur, but the mechanism is quite different from the jetting observed in previous simulations. These trends with overfluid density are qualitatively reasonable in view of the fluid behavior indicated in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 4. Bubble interface time sequence for gelatin ($\mu=0.4$ bar, $\gamma=0.1$ bar, otherwise nominal water properties), below, nominal water, above.

Fig. 5. Bubble interface time sequence for gelatin ($\mu=0.4$ bar, $\gamma=0.1$ bar, otherwise nominal water properties), below, nominal water, above.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Interpenetrating flows generated by laser-initiated bubble growth and collapse near interfaces between different biological/biomedical materials can explain some of the observed mass removal in Laser Thrombolysis as well as laser-induced tissue damage. Numerical simulations suggest that laser energy deposition at an interface between a) fluids of different density, but with the same viscosity, produces penetration of the heavier fluid by the lighter fluid, and b) fluids of different viscosity, but with the same density, produces penetration of the more viscous fluid by the less viscous fluid.

Interfaces between fluids and materials with strength produce more complex results, with penetration possible in either direction, depending on specific material property values. Simulations of the water-over-gelatin L-T experiments at the OMLC suggest that gelatin is ejected into the water when realistic strength model parameters are assigned to the gelatin, in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations.
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